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Abstract— In this paper, the short coming of ID3's inclining to
choose attributes with many values is discussed, and then a new
decision tree algorithm which is improved version of ID3. Our
proposed methodology uses greedy approach to select the best
attribute. To do so the information gain is used. The attribute with
highest information gain is selected. If information gain is not
good then again divide attributes values into groups. These steps
are done until we get good classification/misclassification ratio.
The proposed algorithms classify the data sets more accurately
and efficiently.
Index Terms— Classification, Decision tree, ID3, Prediction,
Clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Decision tree learning, used in statistics, data mining and
machine learning, uses a decision tree as a predictive model
which maps observations about an item to conclusions about
the item's target value. More descriptive names for such tree
models are classification trees or regression trees. In these
tree structures, leaves represent class labels and branches
represent conjunctions of features that lead to those class
labels.
In decision analysis, a decision tree can be used to visually
and explicitly represent decisions and decision making. In
data mining, a decision tree describes data but not decisions;
rather the resulting classification tree can be an input for
decision making. This page deals with decision trees in data
mining.
Decision tree learning is a method commonly used in data
mining. The goal is to create a model that predicts the value of
a target variable based on several input variables. Each
interior node corresponds to one of the input variables; there
are edges to children for each of the possible values of that
input variable. Each leaf represents a value of the target
variable given the values of the input variables represented by
the path from the root to the leaf.
A tree can be "learned" by splitting the source set into subsets
based on an attribute value test. This process is repeated on
each derived subset in a recursive manner called recursive
partitioning. The recursion is completed when the subset at a
node has all the same value of the target variable, or when
splitting no longer adds value to the predictions. This process
of Top-Down Induction of Decision Trees (TDIDT) is an
example of a greedy algorithm, and it is by far the most
common strategy for learning decision trees from data, but it
is not the only strategy. In fact, some approaches have been
developed recently allowing tree induction to be performed in
a bottom-up fashion. [2]

II. RELATED WORK
Decision tree induction algorithms have been used for
classification in many application areas, such as medicine,
manufacturing and production, financial analysis, astronomy,
and molecular biology. Tree-based learning methods are
widely used for machine learning and data mining
applications. These methods have a long tradition and are
commonly known since the works of [2, 3 and 4]. They are
conceptually simple yet powerful. The most common way to
build decision trees is by top down partitioning, starting with
the full training set and recursively finding a univariate split
that maximizes some local criterion (e.g. gain ratio) until the
class distributions the leaf partitions are sufficiently pure
Pessimistic Error Pruning [4] uses statistically motivated
heuristics to determine this utility, while Reduced Error
Pruning estimates it by testing the alternatives on separate
independent pruning set. In a decision tree learner named NB
Tree is introduced that has Naive Bayes classifiers as leaf
nodes and uses a split criterion that is based directly on the
performance of Naive Bayes classifiers in all first-level child
nodes (evaluated by cross-validation) an extremely expensive
procedure[8]. In [7, 11] a decision tree learner is described
that computes new attributes as linear, quadratic or logistic
discriminate functions of attributes at each node; these are
then also passed down the tree. The leaf nodes are still
basically majority classifiers, although the class probability
distributions on the path from the root are taken into account.
A recursive Bayesian classifier is introduced in [7]. Lots of
improvement is already done on decision tree induction
method for 100 % accuracy and many of them achieved the
goal also but main problem on these improved methods is that
they required lots of time and complex extracted rules. The
main idea is to split the data recursively into partitions where
the conditional independence assumption holds. A decision
tree is a mapping from observations about an item to
conclusions about its target value [9, 10, 11, 12 and 13].
Decision trees are commonly used in operations research,
specifically in decision analysis, to help identify a strategy
most likely to reach a goal. Another use of decision trees is as
a descriptive means for calculating conditional probabilities.
A decision tree (or tree diagram) is a decision support tool
that uses a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their
possible consequences, including chance event outcomes,
resource costs, and utility [14]. Decision tree Induction
Method has been successfully used in expert systems in
capturing knowledge. Decision tree induction Method is good
for multiple attribute Data sets.
III PROBLEM DEFINITION
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1. Analyze the database for the
creation of an unsupervised model
to identify the most significant
parameters of affected area and to
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predict the chances of hitting the disease using the supervised
classifier model.
2. To build a model for classifying the inhabitants based on
disease hit.

V. PROPOSED METHOD:
Input:
1. A Training Data Set With Class Labels
2. List Of Attributes
3. Feature Selection Criteria. It Is Used For Splitting

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Classification is a form of data analysis that extracts models
describing important data classes. These models also called as
classifiers are used to predict categorical (discrete,
unordered) class labels. This analysis can help us for better
understanding of large data. Classification has numerous
applications, including fraud detection, target marketing,
performance prediction, manufacturing, credit risk and
medical diagnosis. Data Classification is a two-step process.
They are: Learning Step and Classification Step
Learning Step: In this step classification model is
constructed. A classifier is built describing a predetermined
set of data classes or concepts. In learning step or training
phase, where classification algorithm builds the classifier by
analyzing or “learning from” a training set made up of
database tuples and their associated class labels.
This step is also known as supervised learning as the class
label of each training tuple is provided. This learning of the
classifier is “supervised” by telling to which class each
training tuple belongs. In unsupervised learning or clustering,
the class label of each training tuple is not known, and the
number or set of classes to be learned may not be known in
advance.
Classification Step: In this step, the model is used to predict
class labels for given data and it is used for classification.
First, the predictive accuracy of the classifier is estimated. To
measure the classifiers accuracy, if we use the training set it
would be optimistic, because the classifier tends to over fit the
data i.e., during learning it may incorporate some particular
anomalies of the training data that are not present in the
general data set. Therefore, a test set is used, made up of the
test tuples and their associated class labels. They are
independent of the training tuples, from which the classifier
cannot be constructed. The accuracy of a classifier on a given
test set is the percentage of test tuples that are correctly
classified by the classifier. The associated class label of each
test tuple is compared with the learned classifier’s class
prediction for the tuple. If the accuracy of the model or
classifier is considered acceptable, the model can be used to
classify future data tuples or objects for which the class label
is not known.
Decision Tree Induction: A decision tree is a flow-chart-like
tree structure, where each internal node denotes a test on an
attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the test, and
leaf nodes represent classes or class distributions. The
topmost node in a tree is the root node.
Given a tuple K, for which the associated class label is
unknown, the attribute values of the tuple are tested against
the decision tree. A path is traced from the root to a leaf node,
which holds the class predicate for that tuple. Decision trees
are easily converted to classification rules. The construction
of decision does not require any domain knowledge or
parameter setting. It can handle high dimension data. The
learning and classification steps are simple and fast. It has
good accuracy. Decision tree Induction algorithm can be used
in many applications like medicine, manufacturing and
production etc.
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Output:
A Decision Tree
Procedure:
Step 1: If All The Tuples Of Dataset Contains
Yes Then Create A Yes Node And Stop
Else If All The Tuples Of Dataset
Contains No Then Create A No Node
And Stop
Else Select A Feature And Create A
Decision Node
Step 2: Split The Data Set D Into Smaller Data Sets D1, D2…
Dn According To Step 1 Criteria
Step 3: Apply The Algorithm Recursively On Each Data Set
D1, D2… Dn.
VI. ATTRIBUTE SELECTION
Our proposed methodology yeses greedy approach to select
the best attribute. To do so the information gain is used. The
attribute with highest information gain is selected. Entropy
measures the amount of information in an attribute. Given a
collection D of c outcomes
Entropy (D) = D [ -p(J) log2 p(J)]
Where; p (J) is the proportion of D belonging to class J. D is
over c. Log2 is log base 2. Here; D is not an attribute but the
entire sample set.
If the Entropy is 0 then all members of D belong to the same
class i.e., the data is perfectly classified. If the Entropy is 1
then all members of D are totally random. The range of
entropy lies between 0 to 1.
Gain (D, A) is information gain of example set D on attribute
A is defined as
Gain (D, A) = Entropy (D) - S ((|Da| / |D|) *Entropy (Da))
Where: S is each value v of all possible values of attribute A
Da= subset of D for which attribute A has value a.
| Da| = number of elements in Da
|D| = number of elements in D.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a more accurate algorithm for
classification. Our proposed methodology uses greedy
approach to select the best attribute. To do so the information
gain is used. The attribute with highest information gain is
selected. In this way accuracy has improved.
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